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Humanitarian Intervention as 
a ‘Responsibility to Protect’:

An International Society Approach
Saban Kardas

Introduction

The issue of humanitarian intervention has been approached from different 

angles. The topic has been a subject of intense academic discussion in 

international law, ethics, political theory, and international relations. In the 

field of international relations, there appear to be two competing broad schools 

of thought on humanitarian intervention. Some see it as incompatible with the 

existing world order, based on Westphalian norms of sovereignty and 

nonintervention due to humanitarian intervention’s disruptive repercussions on 

interstate affairs. Along the same lines, some view it as a resurrection of the 

traditional gunboat diplomacy where human rights justifications are used as a 

cloak to cover selfish national interests behind grand schemes to create a 

worldwide imperial order. Hence, humanitarian intervention as a part of 

Hobbesian world of power politics. In contrast, a competing school of thought 

treats it as a precedent heralding the down of a new era in world politics where 

universal values, such as human rights, are the benchmark of the emerging new 

world order. Hence, humanitarian intervention as a practice of the cosmopolitan 

world society.

A third approach posits humanitarian intervention somewhere between 

these two competing positions, which is also the position taken in this paper. 

The big puzzle that attracts my attention to study this topic is the question 

where we stand in the evolving balance between the normative order of human 

rights and the modern international system. I discuss humanitarian 

intervention within the context of the developments regarding the promotion of 

human rights on international level and their transformative impact on the 

existing principles of international order. I am driven by a normative concern to 
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allow for a greater room for humanitarian norms in international relations. Yet, 

in so doing, I also do recognize the enduring power, and the realities, of the 

current world order, which hinder a wholesale incorporation of humanitarian 

intervention within the framework of modern interstate system. Therefore I 

approach it rather as a limited practice whose life-course is stringently bound by 

the contingencies of the existing international order. Nonetheless, the fact that 

humanitarian intervention received recognition in state practice raises a 

theoretically interesting question. In order to explain the emergence and 

diffusion of this new norm in state practice, I address two questions in this 

chapter. First, what does the practice of and discourse on humanitarian 

intervention imply for the irresolvable dilemma between Westphalian world 

order and the promotion of human rights? Second, what theoretical approach to 

international relations can help explain this new practice and discourse?

I argue that although sovereignty versus human rights debate traditionally 

has been framed in dichotomized terms, the post-Cold War practice of 

humanitarian intervention illustrates the possibility of a via media approach to 

these competing normative claims. Further, I argue that English School 

provides a relevant theoretical framework to explain this new consensus on 

humanitarian intervention. Drawing largely on Hedley Bull’s work on 

international society, I expand on how English School’s concepts such as the 

primacy of the states, the international society of states, and shared norms offer 

a powerful explanation for the incorporation of humanitarian intervention in 

state practice.

Westphalian order versus human rights: two worlds 
of International Relations?

Humanitarian intervention may be defined as “forcible action by a state, a 

group of states or international organizations to prevent or to end gross 

violations of human rights on behalf of the nationals of the target state, through 

the use or threat of armed force without the consent of the target government, 

with or without UN authorization.” 1 I treat humanitarian intervention as a 

practice pertaining to the advancement and protection of human rights.
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Despite its moral appeal as a norm to promote universal human wellbeing, 

however, the humanitarian intervention debate cannot escape the wider 

political context it belongs to: military intervention in international relations. 

The question of intervention raises two complementary issues. First, the 

question of whether force can be used legitimately in international relations 

becomes the crux of any discussion about humanitarian intervention.2 For, the 

organization of coercion has been the basic concern of any social structure, 

including international society. Therefore the place given to humanitarian 

intervention is directly related to the international milieu, i.e. the receptivity of 

the international community toward ‘military’ intervention. Although the idea 

to use force for other-regarding purposes has a long history in international law 

and politics, and is morally compelling, the application of the idea into state 

practice has been inconsistent, depending mainly on international rules and 

practices regarding the use of coercive force.3 Since the principles of non-

intervention and non-use of force underpin the current international system, the 

room allowed for humanitarian intervention has been limited.

Second, humanitarian intervention is closely interwoven with the 

international society’s attitude toward intervention into ‘domestic affairs.’ 

Modern international relations have been characterized by a clear separation 

between the internal and external affairs of the states, basic actors of the 

international society. Traditionally it was the established practice to treat the 

relationship between a sovereign and its subject as one of internal jurisdiction; 

hence, outside the scope of interference by other governments. Moreover, issues 

such as human rights that were considered to fall within the domestic realm of 

state-citizen relationship were excluded from the subject matter of international 

relations. They were beyond the boundaries of legitimate intercourse between 

the states. Therefore, the debate about whether an issue falls within a 

government’s exclusive realm of authority also determined the ways in which 

humanitarian intervention is perceived as it involves a dictatorial interference 

within the domestic jurisdiction of another state.

Why study these two questions?

As such, the questions I raised above are of theoretical importance. Behind 

the specific issue of humanitarian intervention lies a fundamental contradiction 
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between two different sets of moral concerns, and two different approaches to 

international relations4. From a cosmopolitan perspective, using force for 

stopping extreme human rights violations appears to be a higher ethical end 

because it aims at upholding the basic rights of human beings, the primary 

subjects of any social order. It however contradicts with the principles 

constituting the basis of the modern Westphalian international system that puts 

the moral priority on the preservation of the integrity of its actual members, 

nation-states, and the maintenance of the precarious world order. In other 

words, this is the tension between realism and idealism that had been the main 

divide through much of the history of the modern international relations theory.

The crux of this issue revolves around the incompatibility between the 

promotion of human rights on international level and the principle of non-

intervention which is a derogative of the norm of sovereignty.5 As Donnelly puts 

it, humanitarian intervention presents “a genuine moral dilemma in which 

important and well-established principles (human rights and nonintervention) 

conflict so fundamentally that reasonable men of good will may disagree on how 

that conflict is to be resolved.”6 Therefore it became almost a stereotype to talk 

about the legal/political tension between human rights and state sovereignty, 

non-intervention, and non-use of force in most of the scholarly works on 

humanitarian intervention. Moreover, this has been mostly presented as a 

dichotomic relationship.7

Due to its being situated at the center of this tense relationship, 

humanitarian intervention has important implications for international 

relations theory. Arguments based on the tension I identified constitute one of 

the major theoretical objections to humanitarian intervention.8 As I will 

elaborate further below, humanitarian intervention as an assertive form of 

human rights promotion continues to create discomfort among the defenders of 

the existing world order in that humanitarian intervention would violate the 

doctrine of sovereignty, the organizing principle of the international order.9 As 

Corten aptly puts it, “the doctrine of ‘the right to intervene’ is an attempt to 

challenge this traditional legal structure [of UN system of collective security] by 

calling into question the very concept of sovereignty it is based on.”10 In other 

words, the opposition to humanitarian intervention is not the result of a mere 
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indifference to human suffering elsewhere. But it is largely a reflection of 

different conceptualization of how to organize interstate relations, and what 

principles should guide the appropriate state behavior. As such the 

humanitarian intervention debate turns out to be a subset of the debate about 

the nature of the international society and its institutions; i.e., whether there 

exists an international society, what its organizing principle is, who its members 

are, and what norms underpin it.

Humanitarian intervention in post-Cold War period

The emerging international system and the global wave of democratization 

have enabled human rights groups to exert more pressure and persuasion on 

liberal states and international organizations to take up the promotion of 

human rights. Moreover, the end of the Cold War and the emerging 

international system were characterized by the increasing possibilities for 

international cooperation among major powers. Therefore, in the new era the 

UN Security Council was able to realize its powers under the UN Charter and 

thus come closer to orchestrating the collective security system laid down in the 

Charter. Humanitarian intervention, as a result, made its way into the practice 

and study of international relations in the post-Cold War period.

Because the use of force is currently regulated by the UN SC, any 

humanitarian intervention can be categorized according to the existence of a 

UN-authorization. By interpreting its Chapter VII powers in an expanding 

manner, the SC was successful in accommodating humanitarian intervention 

within the UN system and providing it with a certain degree of legitimacy. 

Moreover, despite its unsettled legal position, the practice of humanitarian 

intervention without SC authorization also endured during this period and was 

received receptively on moral and political grounds by many actors. As a result, 

incorporation of humanitarian intervention into state practice has taken two 

distinct forms: UN Security Council-authorized, and unilateral interventions.

Although the latter is more controversial than the former due to its shaky 

legal standing, there is a growing international consensus around the concept. 

This consensus recently has been captured by the idea of ‘sovereignty as 
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responsibility,’ which has been advocated by the United Nations and some 

Western states in the form of the ‘Responsibility to Protect’ doctrine. Under the 

emerging norm of humanitarian intervention, extreme cases of human suffering, 

caused by a state’s failure to respect or protect individual rights of its own 

citizens, could warrant intervention by the international community.

How did we get here? An International Society approach 
to humanitarian intervention

Through various practical and conceptual innovations that are largely 

covered in this volume, humanitarian intervention came to be recognized as a 

reality of modern interstate system. It was emphasized earlier that the 

problematic relationship between human rights and sovereignty is an offspring 

of different approaches to international relations. It was further underlined that 

traditionally this relationship was understood in dichotomic terms. That means 

prioritizing one norm over another was also understood as subscribing to two 

opposite notions of international system, or two interpretations of international 

relations. In this sense, the appearance of humanitarian intervention in state 

practice in the post-Cold War era was viewed as a substantial transition from a 

states-system based on respect for sovereignty and non-intervention to a 

cosmopolitan one where individual rights trump over a state’s right to 

sovereignty, and where some sort of universal governance prevails.

Yet, despite the accumulation of state practice on humanitarian 

intervention and the erosion of the norms of sovereignty and nonintervention it 

is difficult to claim that we have moved beyond the state centric modern world 

system. Nor would it be an accurate description to call the current system a 

purely anarchic one. So it is my contention that we stand somewhere in between 

these two extreme positions. Similarly, although universal ideas have assumed 

increased importance in state practice, they did not transform the realist power 

politics where coercion matters. What we need therefore is a theoretical 

construct that will help us capture the actual reality in the grey zone. In what 

follows, I will draw on the English School scholars’ discussion about the nature 

of the international society, the centrality of states, the importance of norms, 

and normative change to develop an explanation for the practice of 
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humanitarian intervention.

1. The nature of the international system, and the primacy 
of the society of states

The tendency to conceive humanitarian intervention and Westphalian 

international system as incompatible owes a great deal to the realism’s legacy. 

Realism takes the international system as anarchical consisting of sovereign 

nation-states. It is anarchic in the sense that there is no overarching authority 

to govern the relations among the members of the system. Moreover, realists’ 

understanding of the international system is also static, such that a system 

change is difficult to occur; hence they accept no room for normative/ideational 

change.

Scholars writing within the English School tradition question such rigid, 

sharp characterizations of the international system. They have a broader and 

more diverse perspective on international system, partly because of their 

emphasis on historical analysis. Hedley Bull’s work, Anarchical Society, is the 

most widely known representative of English School.11 Bull first defines a system 

of states (international system), which comes into being “when two or more 

states have sufficient contact between them, and have sufficient impact on one 

another’s decisions, to cause them to behave –at least in some measure– as parts 

of a whole.” This necessitates regular contact in the sense that the interaction 

between states is sufficient to make the behavior of each a necessary element in 

the calculations of the other. States could interact directly or indirectly, and this 

interaction could be in the form of cooperation or conflict. A society of states 

(international society) is formed “when a group of states, conscious of certain 

common interests and common values, form a society in the sense that they 

conceive themselves to be bound by a common set of rules in their relations with 

one another, and share in the working of common institutions.” As such, 

international society presupposes an international system, but an international 

system may exist that is not an international society.

In that sense it is the injection of a ‘societal’ element into a mechanical 

system that turns an international system into international society. Bull 
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identifies three apaches to the idea of international society: Hobbesian, 

Groatian, and Kantian, and adds that the Grotian idea of international society 

has always been present in intellectual thinking and state practice. Bull also 

notes that the goals of international society include a) the preservation of the 

system and the society of states itself, b) maintaining the independence –

external sovereignty– of the states, c) goal of the peace –subordinate to the 

preservation of the states system–, d) common goals of the social life. I will 

return to these different goals while discussing humanitarian intervention 

below.

This way of approaching international system provides a better means for 

explaining how the practice of humanitarian intervention affects the nature of 

international relations. Although some advancement has been made to uphold 

universal values in a way to limit the autonomy of nation-states, it is more 

appropriate to define the current international system as one of a Grotian world, 

where a certain degree of norm-guided behavior coexists with states’ drive for 

independent, autonomous action.

First of all, the aversion to humanitarian intervention is best captured by 

Hedley Bull’s first fundamental goal of the international society: “the 

preservation of the system and the society of states.” One implication of this 

primacy of world order is somehow reflected in the supposed tension between 

order and justice –i.e., realization of human rights– which I will discuss in 

greater length below. In the realist approach to international relations, due to 

their destabilizing effects, issues of secondary importance, such as promoting 

human rights, were sacrificed to the maintenance of international order. In his 

discussion about the limited place given to human justice in international 

affairs, Bull catches this point cogently. He comes closer to the realist position 

and argues that the framework of international order is inhospitable also to 

demands for human justice”

The same emphasis on the primacy of systemic stability also explains the 

changing attitude toward humanitarian intervention, and gives us important 

clues about the limitations on the applicability of this new norm. As will be 

explained in the next section on the changing interpretations of the conventional 
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norms of nonintervention and sovereignty, humanitarian interventions have not 

been justified on purely humanitarian –cosmopolitan– basis; instead, they were 

legitimized to the extent that they had some impact on international peace and 

security. As such, the practice of humanitarian intervention in the post-Cold 

War era has served the goal of preserving the ‘precarious and imperfect’ world 

order, by addressing the destabilizing effects of the civil wars, and humanitarian 

crises. This appears to be a via media solution, which endeavors to find a 

balance between concerns for maintaining the current system on the one hand, 

and allowing a room for humanitarian values on the other. The application of 

the concept, thus, remained selective, depending on the specific political 

conditions within which a humanitarian crisis emerged. As such, humanitarian 

intervention does not signify a transition to post-Westphalian system. Therefore, 

as will be further discussed, its application and future evolution will also be 

bound by the realities of the existing order, which will not allow a wholesale 

incorporation of the concept into state practice.

2. Element of society and the emphasis on common norms 
as regulating state conduct

Any theoretical framework to explain the practice of humanitarian 

intervention must be accommodative to the role of ideas and norms as affecting 

state behavior. In that sense, even the very idea of sovereignty or non-

intervention can be seen as norms that govern state conduct. As we move our 

focus to human rights, the need to explain the place of universal ideas becomes 

even more pressing.

English School scholars accept that international society is anarchic in the 

sense that there is no common orderer. Yet they part company with those who 

reject societal dimension of international relations on the grounds that it is 

organized anarchically. For instance, Bull claims that the common belief that 

“states have to submit themselves to a common authority in order to realize a 

society does not apply to international realm.” Thus an ‘anarchical’ society is 

always possible, and the element of society has always been present and 

remains present in the modern international system. It exists “because at no 

stage the conception of the common interests of states, of common rules accepted 
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and common institutions worked by them has ceased to exert an influence.”

As underlined by Chris Brown, according to English School scholars, 

although international society is not a perfect one it is still bound and regulated 

by shared norms.12 As Brown further notes, their approach to norms is both 

descriptive –is– and normative – should. For English School, norms have 

constraining and enabling impact on state behavior and strategies.13 It is states 

that generate the norms to regulate their affairs. This is so because norm-

governed behavior better serves the primary goals of international society. In 

his treatment of how order is maintained in international society, Bull argues 

that order is a consequence of common interests, rules, and institutions. Rules 

function to provide guidance as to what behavior is consistent with common 

goals of the international society.

This conceptualization of norms as regulating state behavior in a way to 

serve the common goals of international society provides English School with a 

powerful means to explain the practice of humanitarian intervention. In this 

sense, both the Westphalian principles and humanitarian values can be seen as 

different sets of norms, with differing degrees of relation to the basic goals of the 

international society. Hence, both set of norms play certain functions for the 

maintenance of order in an anarchic international society. The developments 

relating to those norms had important implications for the practice of 

humanitarian intervention. On the normative level, what happened throughout 

the 1990s was the coalescence of basically two complementary processes: a 

normative shift regarding the place of human rights, particularly as far as it 

relates to domestic-international distinction, and the redefinition of the norms of 

non-intervention and sovereignty.

a) Human rights as a legitimate international concern

In her constructivist explanation of the developments regarding 

intervention, Finnemore maintains that the shift in the 1990s cannot be 

understood without considering the changing normative context in which it 

occurs.14 Because traditional legal/political interpretation of sovereignty confined 

the issues of human rights to the national jurisdiction of sovereign states, 

human rights was by default of no legitimate concern to other states; thus they 
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were dropped out of the agenda of international relations.15 As the Cold War had 

made the non-intervention a universal norm, with the end of the Cold War, 

norms pertaining to the protection of individual rights have increasingly 

received a general acceptance within international community.16 The 

achievements in the field of human rights have reached a stage where the 

question whether human rights is subject to international scrutiny is no longer 

controversial.17 Consequently, the idea that the violations of these basic rights 

are no longer matters which are purely within the domestic jurisdiction of 

states, and therefore the nonintervention norm cannot be invoked as a barrier 

against international interference for the protection of these rights gained 

ground during this period.

These developments have been further strengthened by the growing belief 

that the maintenance of international peace and security and the protection of 

fundamental human rights are interdependent.18 In the post-Cold War period, a 

consensus emerged that massive and widespread violations of human rights 

stemming from the repression of governments, internal conflicts, or failed states 

and the human suffering that they generate may constitute threats to 

international peace and security. Therefore, such matters do not fall exclusively 

within the domestic domain of states. The SC, acting as the representative of 

the international community, may take necessary measures, including the use 

of force to address such situations.19 Against this background, the SC has 

assumed a more assertive role for the protection of human rights by invoking its 

powers regarding the maintenance of international peace and security, and 

orchestrated several humanitarian interventions. In so doing, the SC has 

engaged in a broader interpretation of what amounts to threat to the peace. 

Similarly, the interdependence between human rights and international 

security has been the basic driving motive of un-authorized interventions.20

The new normative concern on universal human rights has had an enabling 

impact for broadening the scope of intervention. Consequently, the international 

opposition to acts of intervention on humanitarian grounds has diminished in 

breadth.
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b) redefinition of sovereignty and non-intervention

As stated, the post-Charter international state system was inspired by the 

so-called Westphalian legacy. The Westphalian norms, particularly sovereignty 

and non-intervention, which for a long time constituted an obstacle to the 

promotion of human rights, are derived from the anarchical conceptualization of 

international system.21 Because anarchic international system is composed of 

sovereign units, states are granted exclusive jurisdiction over the territory they 

control and people living on this territory. The logical corollary of sovereignty is 

the norm of non-intervention which prohibits states from taking action in the 

internal affairs of other states.

I noted that there is a tension between these twin-norms and human rights, 

and traditionally, this tension has been resolved in favor of the nonintervention 

side of the dilemma. The norms of sovereignty and nonintervention were treated 

as sacrosanct principles. It was traditionally understood that intervention into 

each other’s domestic affairs did not belong to the proper behavior of sovereign 

equals; hence be prohibited, however laudable the motives might be. Therefore, 

the strongest criticism against humanitarian intervention has been implicitly 

based on this ‘statist paradigm’ which prioritizes the rights of states over the 

rights of individuals, thus norms of sovereignty and non-intervention over 

protecting human rights.22 The defenders of the Westphalian principles, 

including English School scholars, note the important functions of these norms 

for the maintenance of world order and point out the disruptive implications of 

humanitarian intervention. As such they draw our attention to the factors that 

constrain the place of humanitarian intervention. They, however, also recognize 

the prospects that with the changes in international relations, the rationale 

underlying these norms might also be altered. In such cases of change, in order 

to better serve the maintenance of world order, these norms might be subjected 

to reinterpretation.

Nonintervention

As a historical fact, the idea that nonintervention holds a primary place had 

a distinctly utilitarian rationale. The norm of state sovereignty and its 

corollaries, which are the products of centuries long Western historical 

development characterized by the atrocities inherent in wars for ideological and 
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religious purposes, have important moral standing, and nonintervention 

principle has not served badly in maintaining world order since the enactment 

of the UN Charter.23 As Bull argues, nonintervention is part of the rules of 

coexistence in an anarchic society as it serves important purposes. As analyzed 

by Damrosch, nonintervention has two principal functions; to minimize 

interstate conflict and to preserve a state’s autonomy. On the issue of autonomy, 

Bull writes: 

there is the goal of maintaining the independence of external sovereignty 

of individual states. From the perspective of any particular state what it 

chiefly hopes to gain from participation in the society of states is 

recognition of its independence of outside authority, and in particular of 

its supreme jurisdiction over its subjects and territory. The chief price it 

has to pay for this is recognition of like rights to independence and 

sovereignty on the part of the other states.25

Similarly Vincent underlines that nonintervention allows a degree of 

pluralism and variety within the states,26 which strengthen and protect the 

autonomy of the state. As such this principle also upholds the right of the people 

living within this state to self-determination. This idea goes back to John Stuart 

Mill and is advocated in modern times by Michael Walzer. His idea of communal 

integrity leads to the conclusion that states are moral entities and should 

therefore enjoy the right of nonintervention.27 By endeavoring to restrain the use 

of armed force and reduce war among states, nonintervention norm implies 

somehow an orderly world, where different societies may coexist in a relatively 

peaceful atmosphere of harmony and concord. This set of norms, therefore, was 

enshrined in the UN Charter and gained a wide acceptance among the 

international community as the fundamental values to be upheld. These 

principles were treated so valuably that they could allow no room for 

humanitarian intervention in breach of the international order even for the 

purpose of alleviating human suffering. This position is best summarized by 

Wheeler and Morris. They note that, from a realist perspective, the main 

weakness of the defenders of humanitarian intervention is that because they 

focus on individual cases of human suffering, they fail “to see that issuing a 

license for humanitarian intervention is likely to bring about a generalized 
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erosion of the norms of non-intervention and non-use of force, and with it a long-

term reduction in general well-being.”28

Yet, in the current era of spreading ethnic conflicts and state collapses 

resulting in extreme human suffering on the one hand, and growing global 

awareness and increasing possibilities for international cooperation on the 

other, a need for revisiting this dilemma is obvious. As noted, UN Charter also 

advances norms pertaining to human rights. Then the question can be put as 

follows: What happens when these two sets of values are in conflict with each 

other and the nonintervention norm stands as an obstacle to justice and the 

realization of basic human rights? Hence, the question posed by Adam Roberts:

can that rule [of nonintervention] really apply when the situation is so 

serious that the moral conscience of the mankind is affronted? What is 

the ethical or logical foundation of the rule that make it so rigid, so 

uncomprehending of misery, that it cannot allow for exceptions?29

Or, as Hoffmann starkly puts it, refusing unilateral intervention at all may 

improve global social order, yet, by allowing grave injustices to persist, it could 

also harm justice which is another respectable value for the world community.30 

For this reason, in certain conditions a blind attachment to the norm of non-

intervention would create inconsistencies with the real world and put the very 

idea of nonintervention norm into question, and this weakness has been the 

primary concern expressed by the scholars and practitioners about the scope of 

the principle of nonintervention.

Cognizant of the tension between order and justice and the relationship 

between this tension and the norm of nonintervention, Bull devotes a chapter to 

this problematic relationship.31 He highlights the incompatibility between 

demands for individual/human justice and cosmopolitan justice and world order. 

He thinks that only interstate justice can be accommodated within the current 

system. Although his realist side dominates and he sees order as a precondition 

for the realization of other values, including justice, he still concedes to 

contextual judgments; i.e., the decision about order versus justice should be 

evaluated on the basis of the merits of a particular case. This leaves 
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international society an important avenue to accommodate concerns for justice. 

Along the same lines, he later observed that non-intervention norm in its 

absolute meaning does not reflect the reality and therefore begs for being 

modified and adapted to meet the particular circumstances and needs of the 

present time.32 As Hoffmann points out, “there are many cases in which the 

effects of nonintervention might be worse than those of intervention, either on 

political or moral grounds”.33 Against this background, Roberts notes that, “one 

might even say that if a coherent philosophy of humanitarian intervention were 

developed, it could have the potential to save the non-intervention rule from its 

own logical absurdities and occasional inhumanities”.34

A coherent, and universally agreed-upon philosophy of humanitarian 

intervention has not been developed yet.35 But, the developments in the post-

Cold War period amount to a significant shift in this direction. The 

achievements regarding the internationalization of human rights and the 

contracting scope of domestic jurisdiction have already been noted. The 

emergence of the practice of UN-authorized humanitarian intervention was also 

quite influential in undermining the absolute interpretation of the norm of 

nonintervention. This practice made it clear that under certain circumstances of 

extreme humanitarian emergency, traditional norms of sovereignty and 

nonintervention can be overridden by the international community for the 

purpose of ending human suffering, provided that political conditions allow for 

realization of such an intervention. This has been, moreover, the common theme 

expressed by three successive UN Secretaries-General in the 1990s,36 and thus 

paved the way for the new consensus on humanitarian intervention.

Indeed, the developments in the post-Cold War period that culminated in 

R2P were basically a reconsideration of the principles of nonintervention and 

state sovereignty. As a result, though these developments did not transform the 

norm of nonintervention, they created conditions favorable to the emergence of 

humanitarian intervention as an acceptable form of policy instrument at the 

disposal of the international community to end human suffering.37 As such, they 

also helped redefine the norm of nonintervention and make it better fit to the 

realities of the current world politics.
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This was in a sense the realization of what Bull observed about the future 

of intervention in world politics: intervention through multilateralism and 

collective action. He notes that “if, however, an intervention itself expresses the 

collective will of the society of states, it may be carried out without bringing that 

harmony and concord (of the society of sovereign states) into jeopardy”.38 In the 

same vein, it is noted by Damrosch that the shift from unilateral intervention to 

collective involvement allows the preservation of the values of conflict 

containment and autonomy implicit in nonintervention norm.39 The practice of 

the UN, as the expressed will of the international society, helped eliminate the 

objection to humanitarian intervention. Although the opposition to unauthorized 

intervention still continues, the fact that the post-Cold War cases of 

humanitarian intervention without authorization from the SC were also 

conducted by different regional organizations or a group of states which enjoy a 

great legitimacy among the society of states should be kept in mind. These 

interventions were also carried out in a multilateral fashion and therefore they 

come closer to Bull’s observation. They express the collective will of at least a 

certain part of the society of states. Their multilateral character puts important 

checks and balances on the way the intervention is conducted and therefore does 

not let the interventions jeopardize the order. For this reason, these acts of 

intervention were realized without posing any serious threats to the 

international order.40

Sovereignty

The objection to humanitarian intervention is also justified with reference 

to an absolute understanding of the principle of sovereignty. Within such a 

conceptualization, sovereignty is the basic guarantee for the enjoyment of the 

basic rights of the people, due partly to the autonomy principle inherent in 

sovereignty, discussed above. If there will be attempts to promote and 

implement international human rights, according to this way of thinking, they 

must pay due attention to the principles of sovereignty and non-intervention.41 

Therefore, an intervention amounting to the breach of sovereignty is also seen 

as the violation of the basic rights of the people. Or, foreign interference is seen 

as a greater evil than the violation of some of the rights by the sovereign 

authority itself. Although they accept the importance of human rights, the 

supporters of this view stress that the main and sole responsibility for the 
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realization of these rights rests in national states. This view is nowadays voiced 

by non-Western countries as well. As Chinese President Zemin put it, 

sovereignty provides the best guarantee for human rights.42 For this reason, 

concerns for human rights cannot override sovereignty.

The idea that individual justice can only be achieved through the agency of 

states, and the implementation should be confined to domestic level is also 

recognized by Bull. Otherwise, it may lead to disorder in international society. 

As such, English School provides a strong explanation for the inherent 

tendencies among the states against the incorporation of humanitarian 

intervention into state practice.

I noted earlier that humanitarian intervention is a subset of the debate 

about ‘military intervention.’ When it comes to the humanitarian intervention 

debate, under the existing realities, the terms in which sovereignty and 

intervention are debated need to be altered. It has been increasingly agreed that 

humanitarian intervention is different in essence from other forms of 

intervention. This can be best stated by an analytical distinction between 

internal and external aspects of sovereignty. Intervention in general aims at the 

external dimension of sovereignty in order to affect the relations of the target 

state with the other sovereign counterparts. Humanitarian intervention, 

however, relates to the internal aspect of sovereignty.

It is true that for the citizens of a state to be free and enjoy their rights 

there must be an independent political space for them, thus the state in question 

must be free from external interference in order to provide its citizenry with a 

space as such. This is what external aspect of sovereignty and nonintervention 

norm assure. As discussed above, besides minimizing interstate conflict these 

norms also aim at the preservation of a state’s autonomy. Yet, in the post-Cold 

War era a common understanding emerged that the preservation of the 

autonomy should not be seen as an end in itself. Rather, it is a means for the 

realization of the basic human rights of the individuals living within the 

boundaries of sovereign states. For instance, Kofi Annan reflected this new 

understanding by maintaining that
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State sovereignty, in its most basic sense, is being redefined--not least by 

the forces of globalization and international co-operation. States are now 

widely understood to be instruments at the service of their peoples, and 

not vice versa. At the same time individual sovereignty--by which I mean 

the fundamental freedom of each individual, enshrined in the charter of 

the UN and subsequent international treaties--has been enhanced by a 

renewed and spreading consciousness of individual rights. When we read 

the charter today, we are more than ever conscious that its aim is to 

protect individual human beings, not to protect those who abuse them.43

Seen from this perspective, the question of humanitarian intervention has 

little to do with the external aspect of sovereignty; rather it is related to the 

internal aspect of sovereignty and how it is constructed. Indeed, humanitarian 

intervention is about the very essence of the relation between sovereign 

authority and its citizenry. As it is pointed out by the liberal political theory,44 

the internal aspect of sovereignty is built on the assumption that the sovereign 

authority is charged with the duty to create a suitable atmosphere for the people 

living within its jurisdiction to fulfill their basic rights. The problem, then, starts 

when the sovereign authority fails to provide the conditions essential to the 

fulfillment of basic rights –the problem of failed states– or itself abuses these 

rights –the problem of oppressive governments. Humanitarian intervention, in 

this light, aims at rectifying the relationship between the government and the 

governed and the way the internal aspect of sovereignty is constructed. In other 

words, it has no direct bearing on the external aspect of sovereignty.

Thus the argument that sovereignty is prerequisite for the fulfillment of the 

basic rights of the individuals has undergone an important transformation, 

without undermining the power of the sovereignty norm itself. Today, most of 

the humanitarian emergencies are taking place in countries where the sovereign 

authorities are unable to provide the basic conditions for the enjoyment of basic 

rights. Although decolonization process created a great number of new states 

and there was nominally a Westphalian system throughout the Cold War years, 

in reality most of these states lacked the attributes of internal sovereignty. Most 

of the time they lacked domestic cohesion and the central authorities were 

hardly able to monopolize the use of force, which is the defining character of 
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being a ‘sovereign.’ Yet, the Cold War politics helped them avoid confronting 

underlying problems. With the shield provided by the Cold War conditions is 

over and the globalization process is underway, the discrepancy between the 

real conditions prevailing in the developing world and the absolute 

interpretations of sovereignty has become more and more visible. As a result, 

the world is now faced with a range of “totally or partially failed, troubled or 

murderous states whose claims to sovereignty are either unsustainable or 

unacceptable.”45 This is actually where the dilemma of nonintervention starts. 

The rulers which lost the internal legitimacy by their inability to provide an 

autonomous domestic sphere have been mostly protected by the external aspect 

of sovereignty, which was expressed by the principle of recognition in the 

international community. They stayed in power at the expense of the society as 

a whole and this led to the protection of injustice by the nonintervention norm 

itself.

In this regard, the post-Cold War practice of humanitarian intervention 

reflects a new understanding of the twin principles of sovereignty and 

nonintervention. Rather than going beyond the traditional Westphalian norms, 

this new way of thinking seeks to reconcile the international intervention with 

the traditional state sovereignty in what Francis Deng first called ‘sovereignty 

as responsibility’.46 As discussed above, this concept has also influenced most of 

the conceptual attempts to generate a consensus on the issue. This approach 

underscores a state’s responsibilities and accountabilities to domestic and 

international constituencies. Accordingly, in order for a state to claim the 

prerogatives of sovereignty it must meet internationally agreed responsibilities 

which include respecting human rights and providing life-sustenance to its 

citizens. What is important in this conceptualization is that the first instance for 

the protection of individual rights is still the state in question. As such, this 

approach represents an attempt to allay the concerns of developing countries, 

mentioned above. Only in case a state fails to meet such obligations, then it 

becomes legitimate for the international society of responsible states47 to intrude 

in and even undertake military intervention.48

The culmination of the post-Cold War practice of the UN showed that when 

such an act is carried out by the SC the opposition seems to dissolve. Despite the 
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continuing opposition, in cases of extreme human suffering there is also a 

growing support for, or at least acquiesce to, unauthorized intervention. 

Therefore, it could be concluded that post-Cold War practice of humanitarian 

intervention approaches the notion of sovereignty as responsibility and offers a 

promising amendment to the unrestricted interpretation of nonintervention and 

sovereignty.49

As such, this reinterpretation also serves to consolidate international 

system, rather than undermine it.50 Despite his warnings against incorporation 

of human justice, noted above, Bull nonetheless admits that the continuation of 

states system necessitates that the element of international society in it should 

be preserved and strengthened. This requires maintaining and extending 

consensus about common values, as well as common interests.51 Moreover, he 

also believes that prospects for international society are bound up by the 

prospects of a cosmopolitan culture, which will increasingly need to absorb non-

Western traditions. To the extent that it helps advance common values, and 

generates a universal consensus on minimum standards of behavior, the 

practice of humanitarian intervention is likely to enhance the societal dimension 

in international system; hence strengthen it.

This practice also realizes the last goal of international society, identified by 

Bull: upholding the “common goals of the social life.” Unlike many realists, Bull 

does not isolate international society from domestic realm; rather he treats it as 

an extension of human social life. In Bull’s understanding, the elementary goals 

of social life include securing life against violence, keeping the promises and 

observing agreements, and ensuring the possession of things. By securing life 

against violence, humanitarian intervention thus becomes an important 

instrument in realizing the goals of international society, hence further 

contributes to its proper functioning.

3. State-centrism and restoration of actorhood

As the foregoing treatment of the English School suggests, state is the 

primary actor in the international society. Bull maintains that “world political 

system is currently system of states but there is nothing to suggest that it may 
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not be transformed one day. There could be new forms of universal political 

organizations.” Although English School Scholars recognize the possibility of 

alternatives to states system, they also point at strong tendencies that 

perpetuate contemporary states system. Therefore they put emphasis on the 

maintenance and strengthening of the existing society of states. This state-

centrism is a source of strength that adds to the explanatory capability of the 

English School. This applies to both ends of intervention: the actors and objects 

of intervention.

The actors: State-driven process

Indeed, a careful examination of the new consensus on humanitarian 

intervention suggests that states and state-controlled institutions are still the 

major actors in the intellectual and practical aspects of humanitarian 

intervention. Despite the involvement of NGOs, and UN Secretary-General, the 

main push for the responsibility to protect approach came from some liberal 

Western states. Although the UN SC has the legal authority to authorize 

interventions for humanitarian purposes, actual decision to intervene and the 

conduct of interventions still remains dependent on the policies of states, 

particularly great powers. Especially the conduct of interventions is still bound 

by the availability of effective means of armed coercion, which is still under the 

sole possession of individual states, or regional alliances, such as NATO. So, as 

expressed by Bull, in the absence of a supreme government or solidarity among 

themselves, states took the initiative for the realization of common rules. States 

are, in that sense, the primary institutions or agents of the international society. 

Bull underlines specifically that the realization of individual justice and 

protection of human rights can be realized only through the mediation of states. 

He also notes that protection of human rights will be selective and through the 

mechanisms of international politics.

The nation-states are still around and will continue to be with us for some 

time to come. Therefore, they would oppose to a process which will eventually 

lead to the emergence of supranational authority structures above themselves, 

hence undermine the current system drastically. For this reason, despite the 

enhanced place given to humanitarian intervention, it still remains as an 

exception rather than a rule. States opposed to the emergence of a norm that 
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would create legal and political obligation to intervene in every case. As argued 

earlier, currently the decision to intervene is still conditional on the political 

conditions, i.e. the readiness of the states to bear the material and human costs 

of humanitarian intervention. As a result, post-Cold War norms on 

humanitarian intervention are permissive rather than binding. Looking at this 

situation we can argue that the application of the concept will continue to be 

selective, depending on the specific political conditions within which a 

humanitarian crisis has emerged. Thus some human rights violations will still 

remain untouched, as in Chechnya. The declining interest in humanitarian 

intervention in the post-September 11 era, and the inability of the international 

community to stop the bloodshed in Brundi and Darfur for a long time are 

reminders of how untenable the new consensus on humanitarian intervention 

is. As the American commitment to global norms has been eroded by the concern 

to counter threats to US national interests, the use of force has assumed a new 

rationale, the international community has developed aversion to permissive 

uses of force and the global hegemon itself has become the violator of the 

fundamental rights, the post-September 11 period witnessed the declining place 

for humanitarian intervention.

Objects of intervention: restoration of sovereignty

In my discussion about reinterpretation of sovereignty, I underlined how 

humanitarian intervention came to redefine the internal dimension of sovereign 

statehood. With its emphasis on the primacy of the state as the main actor in 

world politics, English School has an analytical superiority over cosmopolitan 

approaches. As I argued above, under the current consensus, the state becomes 

the first instance to address the rights of individuals. Only after it fails to fulfill 

its obligations can international society step in to enforce the rights of 

individuals.

What is important, however, is what happens to the state in question after 

intervention. One important consequence of the cases of humanitarian 

intervention in the post-Cold War period has been the post-conflict 

reconstruction of the target states.52 In none of the cases did the intervening 

states attempt to occupy the country in question, but rebuild it.53 I think this has 

important implications for the tension between sovereignty and humanitarian 
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intervention. Humanitarian interventions aimed at strengthening, not 

overcoming, state and state sovereignty. The target states were provided a 

helping hand to (re) emerge as sovereign states. On this point, English School 

also has superiority over realism, which similarly emphasizes the primacy of 

state. What happened during this process was consolidation but at the same 

time redefinition of sovereignty. While strengthening the norm of state 

sovereignty, the new practice also added important qualifications to it, discussed 

before.54 In this new understanding, sovereignty does not guarantee a state an 

automatic right to protection under nonintervention norm. In order to claim this 

right, a state now has to fulfill its duties, which is to respect fundamental 

human rights of its own citizens. In other words, the legitimacy of state is 

redefined to include respect for individual rights. This new normative condition 

now constitutes one of the basic conditions for the membership into 

international society. From this perspective humanitarian intervention becomes 

an important tool for restoring state authority to create more respected 

members of the society of states. By rectifying the weak states possessing little 

attributes of sovereignty, this process in fact strengthens the existing states-

system, based on sovereign nation-states. The idea that a state’s right to enjoy 

the privileges of sovereignty depends on its possession of certain qualifications 

has always been underlined by the scholars of English School. This idea dates 

back to the founders of modern international law –natural law tradition–, such 

as Grotious, Wolf, and Vattel, who English School scholars highly value.55

Conclusion: Why English School?

I have endeavored to make a case that existing Wesphalian order has built-

in brakes against the incorporation of humanitarian intervention. Yet, post-Cold 

War developments regarding the place of conventional norms of sovereignty and 

nonintervention in world politics on the one hand and the growing space for the 

protection of human rights on the other have eased the worries about the 

prospect for order in international system and created a suitable environment 

for the inclusion of humanitarian intervention without jeopardizing that order. 

On the contrary, through the reinterpretation of the Westphalian principles in 

light of the new realities of international relations, such as increased intrastate 

violence, and the linkage between human rights and security, which were the 
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underlying reasons behind the post-Cold War cases of humanitarian 

intervention, humanitarian intervention contributed to the precarious world 

order and enhanced the prospects for the preservation of the states-system, 

rather than undermining it. Post-Cold War practice of humanitarian 

intervention thus can be considered as a via media solution, which endeavors to 

find a balance between concerns for maintaining the current system on the one 

hand, and allowing a room for humanitarian values on the other.

I have tried to show that the international society approach, particularly 

Bull’s discussion about the fundamental goals of international society and the 

regulating norms of sovereignty and nonintervention, provides important 

insights for our understanding of the place of humanitarian intervention in 

conceptual discussions and state practice. English School directs our attention 

to both enabling and constraining factors, and as such there is both promise and 

caution about the prospects for humanitarian intervention. By highlighting the 

primacy of the world order, and the primacy of the nation states, it explains the 

existing tendencies for the opposition to wholesale incorporation of 

humanitarian intervention and alerts us that this incorporation will never fully 

take place. Similarly, by studying the power of the founding norms of the 

existing Westphalian order, and their function for the preservation of the society 

of states, it further underlines the difficulties involved in the incorporation of 

humanitarian intervention. On the other hand, it also highlights the importance 

of maintaining the peace and common goals of the social life, and the need for 

shared values for strengthening the societal element of international system. As 

such, it points out the factors that are permissive to the ‘limited’ incorporation of 

humanitarian intervention. Likewise, by highlighting the prospects for 

reinterpretation of the traditional norms of non-intervention and sovereignty, it 

shows the likelihood for the accommodation of humanitarian intervention 

within the confines of existing international society, without necessarily 

transforming it in a cosmopolitan direction.
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